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Customs and 
seCurity

Operating to a 300m depth rating as standard, Sub-Atlantic 
Ltd’s Mojave model is the most powerful observation ROV 
for its size. With a 1,000m option due out later this year, it  
will also be available to operate from a Tether Management System 
(TMS), thus making it the ideal vehicle for numerous subsea missions.

The highly advanced machine has been built to an extremely 
high specification using the very latest ‘off the shelf ’ miniaturised 
PC technology. The result is an extremely compact, robust, easily 
maintained and easy to transport vehicle, which comes with camera 
and LED lighting within the base specification.

Available for sale and rental, Sub-Atlantic’s latest ROV can run off 
any domestic power supply. The model also features the control and 
diagnostics telemetry software/hardware subCAN™, which has been 
re-designed to be compact and fit within in a small space, such as the 
back of an average-sized hatchback car. 

Mojave can be supplied with a complete range of specialist tooling 
and sensor skids for use on offshore and inshore projects including 
structure inspection, seabed/wreck survey, hydraulic manipulation, 
dynamic positioning, cleaning and NDT inspection, water sample 
collection and under-hull surveillance. A complete range of sensors 
and tools can be used, ranging from multi-beam sonar to camera 
suite, including digital stills; Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) probes, 
cleaning brushes, cutting tools and so on.  Any of these tools can be 
mounted on the vehicle or on easily changed out skids, which make 
rapid mission changes possible with only one vehicle.

It is well suited to port security, military and civil engineering 
missions, diver safety cover, internal and external pipeline inspection 
and scientific applications among other missions, making it one 
of the most adaptable vehicles on the market. Sub-Atlantic Sales 
& Marketing Manager, Alasdair Murrie said, “We are extremely 
excited about the potential for this vehicle due to its adaptability and 
portability, but the key to Mojave is high-end technology combined 
with ease of operation and maintenance. We had sold six systems 
before the official launch at Oceanology International exhibition,  
in March. “Moreover, the fact that we have integrated subCAN™ into 
such a small system means that operators will get the state-of-the-art 
control and diagnostics capability normally associated with extremely 
large, complex and much more expensive subsea vehicles. Not only 
does subCAN™ allow the operator to diagnose the system components 
while deployed in the water, but, with the right sensors, will allow for 
‘hands-free’ autoposition manoeuvring or station-holding duties in 
moving currents. And the added bonus is that subCAN™ will therefore 
drastically reduce any downtime, thus reducing operator costs.”

Formed in 2007, Triton Group is made up of 11 different companies offering a 

range of products and services for the subsea energy industry. They are centred 

on engineering and technology, product manufacture and system integration, and 

operations support and services. The Group companies are Perry Slingsby Systems, 

Sub-Atlantic, UK Project Support Ltd (UKPS), Subco, Cynergetix Pty Ltd, Dynamic 

Positioning Services Ltd (DPS), Geoscience Earth and Marine Services Inc (GEMS), 

VisualSoft, VMAX, Seafloor Geoservices Inc (SGI) and ETS.
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Great things come 
in small packages
Sub-Atlantic Ltd (Triton Group), Aberdeen, UK


